DBSCAN Clustering
. Name Disambiguation System Architecture A mixture of advanced machine learning algorithms designed to be accurate and scalable bundled as an expandable module in CiteSeer X (see Figure 1) .
Metadata extraction using Support Vector Machine [1] Blocking module -winnows namesakes into candidate classes to reduce the number of distance calculations Similarity function -pluggable similarity functions customized for individual metadata fields LASVM distance learner -online SVM algorithm with active learning to learn the distance metric, using similarities as features.
DBSCAN clustering module -clusters author appearances in papers and handles inconsistency of author labelling.
LASVM Distance Function
Learnable distance function using online Support Vector Machine algorithm with active learning (LASVM) [10, 9] .
Active learning [11] Reduces noise -the most informative samples are selected first and the noisy samples are discarded in learning.
Simpler and more accurate model, better generalization power. Early stopping in the training process before the model is fully saturated -faster prediction time and lower error rate (see Figure 2 , Table 1 ).
Online learning
Expandable to new information provided by new papers placed into the database The SVM model is continually improved to achieve higher accuracy Design Overview
Introduction Experimental Results
The CiteSeer Digital Library is used as a test bed for the author name disambiguation. Performance highlights:
Accuracy: achieves 91% pairwise F1 score on a collection of CiteSeer metadata datasets (10 most ambiguous authors names in 3,355 papers) (see Table 2 ).
Scalability: disambiguates 739,135 research papers in 3880 minutes, yielding 418,809 distinct authors. Able to scale up to larger datasets with N*log(N) computational complexity. Determine the true identity of the authors by unsupervised clustering, using the supervised distance function as the underlying metric.
DBSCAN [7] clusters author appearances, using the pairwise distances provided by the LASVM distance function. Hence each name cluster represents a distinct author.
Traditional clustering methods typically lead to the transitivity problem for entity resolution, an inconsistent situation in author labelling.
By recasting the co-reference relationship as density connectivity in DBSCAN, we formally prove that the solution is guaranteed to be free from the transitivity problem
The only case where the transitivity problem remains is when border points bearing multiple cluster labels -a problem due to insufficient information from the data for disambiguation and can be resolved when more information is available.
DBSCAN as an unsupervised clustering method yields an efficient solution for finding author clusters, with the computational complexity O(N*log(N)). 
